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Abstract: The paper aimed to present a comparison concerning feasibility of the three variants of 
production integration: in a family reproduction sericicultural farm based on Present Value Method. The 
compared variants are : V1 – CDVM – Control variant: Mulberry tree culture and Silk worm rearing, without 
integration with silk cocoon processing ;V2 – CDVMP5 – Experimental integrated variant between Mulberry 
tree culture , Silk worm rearing and Silk cocoon processing (unreeling cocoons) in handicrafts (knitted belts–
P5); V3 – CDVMP10 – Experimental integrated variant between Mulberry tree culture, Silk worm rearing and 
Silk cocoon processing (unreeling cocoons) in handicrafts (Decorative picture–P10). Based on Net Present 
Value, the variant V2 – CDVMP5 is the most profitable one, a reason to recommend it to sericiculturists if they 
intend to get more income.  
 
INTRODUCTION 
 
 Production integration is a way to increase profitableness and competitiveness of 
agricultural farms, as long as agriculture is running under risk conditions and uncertainty [8]. 
 Romania’s integration into the EU is facing new challenges because family farms have 
the highest share in the farm structure. Sericiculture is an important branch of agriculture 
which could bring additional income to rural population. In this area, family business is very 
common, looking for viable solutions to create a higher value added in order to sell 
sericicultural products at a higher price for getting more money [4]. 
 As long as processing industry has a “pale” presence, the delivery of fresh silk cocoon is 
not a deal any more. This is a reason to develop production integration and diversification for 
enabling sericicultural farms to become more competitive.  
 In this context, the paper presents three production integration alternatives between 
Mulberry tree culture, silk worm rearing and silk cocoon processing in handicrafts in a family 
reproduction sericicultural farm [4].  
The feasibility studies are destined to analyze in which way an investment project 
variant is more profitable than another one based on Present Value Method and Internal Rate 
of Return Method in order to help decision makers to choose the best alternative [1, 2, 3, 5, 6, 
7].  
MATERIALS AND METHODS 
 
 The study aimed to evaluate the feasibility of production integration management in 
various alternatives for a family sericicultural. 
The basic data taken into account are the following ones:  
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a) The farmer has 1 ha land surface for Mulberry tree culture, 150 s.m. space for silk 
worm rearing, own water source and electricity and uses the family labor force; 
b) The Mulberry tree culture (CD) is running as follows: 0.5 ha Mulberry tree plantation, 
1,100 tree density/ha for producing Mulberry leaves for silk rearing + 0.2 ha Seeding field for 
producing Mulberry seed + 0.1 ha Layer maker field for delivering layers + 0.2 ha Sowing 
Field 1 for producing Mulberry saplings. 
c) Silk Worm Rearing (VM) is destined to produce 400 kg silk cocoons of which: 300 kg 
reproduction cocoons for obtaining 1,000 egg boxes to be delivered as such and 100 kg 
cocoons for obtaining 10 kg silk filament, 25 fresh pupae and 50 kg unreeling silk cocoons. 
d) Silk cocoon processing (P). The amount of unreeling 50 kg silk cocoons is processed 
into two types of handicrafts, considered to be the most required in the market, according to 
consumer’s opinion testing, based on a market study. From this amount of unreeling cocoons, 
making use of creativeness and own imagination, the family of the sericiculturist could 
produce 1,298 knitted belts (P5) or 88 decorative pictures called “Story” (P10). 
Taking into account all these basic data, the following combinative variants of 
integrated production management were established: 
V1 – CDVM – Control variant = integrated variant between Mulberry tree culture and 
Silk worm rearing, without integration with silk cocoon processing; 
V2 – CDVMP5 – Experimental variant = integrated variant between Mulberry tree 
culture, Silk worm rearing and Silk cocoon processing (unreeling cocoons) in handicrafts 
(knitted belts –P5); 
V3 – CDVMP10 – Experimental variant = integrated variant between Mulberry tree 
culture, Silk worm rearing and Silk cocoon processing (unreeling cocoons) in handicrafts 
(Decorative picture named “Story” –P10). 
For each integrated variant, the investment and operating costs, as well as incomes were 
calculated for each of the first 8 years of farm activity. 
The comparison between the three variants is based on Present Value Method, 
commonly used for calculating the present value of future cash flows and costs which are 
considered to be obtained by implementing an investment project. 
 The Present Value (PV) formula is: 
∑
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where: Ct = an amount of money (Total cost or Income ), i = discount rate and n = time or the 
number of years taken into consideration for the project running. The calculation were made 
for i = 12 %, considered to be a sufficient discount rate for assuring a high precision and 
cover the risk conditions. 
The actualization factor, fa was calculated using the formula:  
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Based on Present Value of Income and Present Value of Costs, the Net Present Value 
(NPV) was determined according to the formula:  
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where In = PVN of Income, Cn = PVN of costs, n = the first 8 years of farm activity. 
Each alternative of production integration was judged based on NPV and the conclusion 
was drawn in consequence. 
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The figures are expressed in national currency, Lei (RON) at the exchange rate 1 Euro = 
3.6 Lei. 
 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS 
 
In Mulberry Tree culture (CD), Present Value of Incomes calculated counts for Lei 
190,660 covering Present Value of Costs which counts for Lei 50,668 for the first 8 years of 
farm activity (Table 1). 
Table 1 
Comparison of Present Value of Costs and Present Value of Incomes in Mulberry Tree culture (CD) LEI 
Year Investment Operating Costs 
Production 
Costs 
Total 
Costs fa 
Present 
Value of 
Costs 
Total 
Income 
Present 
Value of 
Income 
2007 29,741 4,178 - 33,919 0.893 30,290 20,584 18,319 
2008 - 4,429 - 4,429 0.797 3,530 35,969 28,667 
2009 - 4,673 - 4,673 0.712 3,327 26,966 19,200 
2010 - 4,906 - 4,906 0.636 3,120 47,400 30,146 
2011 - 5,127 - 5,127 0.567 2,907 40,137 22,758 
2012 - 5,332 - 5,332 0.507 2,703 53,816 27,285 
2013 - 5,519 - 5,519 0.452 2,495 43,678 19,742 
2014 - 5,684 - 5,684 0.404 2,296 60,751 24,543 
Total 29,741 39,848 - 69,589 - 50,668 327,290 190,660 
 
In Silk Worm Rearing without integration with silk cocoon processing (VM), the 
Present Value of Income is Lei 184,102 being 3.91 times higher than the Present Value of 
Costs, which counts for Lei 47,045 during the first 8 years of project running (Table 2).  
Table 2 
Comparison of Present Value of Costs and Present Value of Incomes in Silk Worm Rearing without silk 
cocoon processing (VM) LEI 
Year Investment Operating Costs 
Production 
Costs 
Total 
Costs fa 
Present 
Value of 
Costs 
Total 
Income 
Present 
Value of 
Income 
2007 - - - - - - - - 
2008 - - - - - - - - 
2009 28,294 6,559 - 34,853 0.712 24,815 50,375 35,867 
2010 - 8,993 - 8,993 0.636 5,720 53,205 33,838 
2011 - 9,488 - 9,488 0.567 5,380 56,000 31,752 
2012 - 9,962 - 9,962 0.507 5,051 58,770 29,796 
2013 - 10,410 - 10,410 0.452 4,705 60,740 27,454 
2014 - 10,827 - 10,827 0.404 4,374 62,860 25,395 
Total 28,294 56,239 - 84,533 - 47,045 341,950 184,102 
 
 In Silk Worm Rearing integrated with Silk cocoon processing in handicrafts P5 –
Knitted belts (VMP5), the Present Value of Costs is Lei 451,475 and the Present Value of 
Income is Lei 792,036, meaning that income is able to cover costs during the first 8 years of 
activity (Table 3). The integrated variant VMP5 requires higher total costs which are 9.59 
times higher than the costs imposed by the implementation of the previous variant, VM (Silk 
worm rearing without any integration with cocoon processing). Also, the actual variant taken 
into consideration is able to produce a higher cash flow whose value is 4.30 times higher 
compared to the nonintegrated variant. It is normal to be so, because silk cocoon processing 
into handicrafts of P5 type involves different raw materials, labor, water etc to achieve 
handmade products. 
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Table 3 
Comparison of Present Value of Costs and Present Value of Incomes in Silk Worm Rearing integrated with 
Silk cocoon processing in handicrafts P5 –Knitted belts (VMP5) LEI 
Year Investment Operating Costs 
Production 
Costs 
Total 
Costs fa 
Present 
Value of 
Costs 
Total 
Income 
Present 
Value of 
Income 
2007 - - - - - - - - 
2008 - - - - - - - - 
2009 28,294 6,559 111,329 146,182 0.712 104,082 216,007 153,797 
2010 - 8,993 116,895 125,888 0.636 80,065 226,095 143,796 
2011 - 9,488 122,155 131,643 0.567 74,642 243,308 137,956 
2012 - 9,962 127,041 137,003 0.507 69,461 253,766 128,659 
2013 - 10,410 131,487 141,897 0.452 64,137 262,126 118,481 
2014 - 10,827 135,432 146,259 0.404 59,088 270,661 109,347 
Total 28,294 56,239 744,339 828,872 - 451,475 - 792,036 
 
In Silk Worm Rearing integrated with Silk cocoon processing in handicrafts P10 –
Decorative Picture “Story” (VMP10), the Present Value of Costs is Lei 284,964 and the 
Present Value of Income is Lei 380,289, meaning that income is able to cover costs during the 
first 8 years of activity (Table 4). The integrated variant VMP10 requires lower total costs and 
also is able to carry out a lower Present Value of Income compared to VMP5 variant. 
Table 4 
Comparison of Present Value of Costs and Present Value of Incomes in Silk Worm Rearing integrated with 
Silk cocoon processing in handicrafts P10 –Decorative Picture called “Story” (VMP10) LEI 
Year Investment Operating Costs 
Production 
Costs 
Total 
Costs fa 
Present 
Value of 
Costs 
Total 
Income 
Present 
Value of 
Income 
2007 - - - - - - - - 
2008 - - - - - - - - 
2009 28,294 6,559 64,973 99,826 0.712 71,076 101,035 71,937 
2010 - 8,993 69,222 78,215 0.636 49,745 106,327 67,624 
2011 - 9,488 71,292 80,780 0.567 45,802 118,568 67,228 
2012 - 9,962 74,144 84,106 0.507 42,642 123,790 62,762 
2013 - 10,410 76,740 87,150 0.452 39,392 128,036 57,872 
2014 - 10,827 79,041 89,868 0.404 36,307 132,193 53,406 
Total 28,294 56,239 435,412 519,945 - 284,964 709,949 380,829 
 
Table 5 
Comparison concerning Net Present Value between the three combinative variants of production integration 
(LEI)  
Integrated 
Combinative 
variants 
Total Present 
Value of 
Costs 
Total Present 
Value of 
Incomes 
Net Present 
Value R I/C Interpretation 
Decision 
making 
V1 – 
CDVM 97,713 374,762 277,049 3.83 
NPV > 1 the 
investment 
would add value 
to the farm 
the project 
variant may be 
accepted 
V2-
CDVMP5 502,143 982,696 480,553 1.96 
NPV > 1 the 
investment 
would add value 
to the farm 
the project 
variant may be 
accepted 
V3- 
CDVMP10 335,632 571,489 235,850 1.70 
NPV > 1 the 
investment 
would add value 
to the farm 
the project 
variant may be 
accepted 
 
Comparing Net Present Value between the three combinative variants of production 
integration, V1 – CDVM, V2-CDVMP5 and V3-CDVMP10, we can notice that all the three 
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variants assure a positive Net Present Value, that is, because Present Value of incomes is 
higher than Present Value of Costs. As a consequence, the ratio between Present Value of 
Income and Present Value of Costs is higher than 1, leading to the conclusion that the 
investment would add value to the firm and the project variant should be accepted to be 
implemented. If we want to establish a hierarchy, taking into consideration Net Present Value, 
we could decide the following order: V2-CDVMP5 comes on the first position, V1 –CDVM 
comes on the second position and then the last position is occupied by V3-CDVMP10. In 
other words, the integration between Mulberry tree culture, Silk worm rearing and unreeling 
silk cocoon procession brings a higher Net Present Value only when the farmer’s family 
achieves and commercializes 1,298 Knitted belts in the handicraft market (Table 5).  
The ratio between Present Value of Income and Present Value of Costs (RI/C) is higher 
than 1 for all the three analyzed variants as follows: 
- in case of V1 –CDVM, the highest RI/C was recorded, 3.83 > 1, reflecting that the 
investment alternative would add value to the farm and increase its income and profit ; the 
integrated combinative variant between Mulberry tree culture and Silk worm rearing could be 
accepted and recommended to be implemented by sericiculturists; 
- in case of V2 – CDVMP5, RI/C was 1.96, also a value higher than 1, meaning that this 
investment alternative would create value added to the sericicultural farm and increase the 
farmer’s profit; the decision which has to be drawn is that this integrated variant between 
Mulberry tree culture, Silk worm rearing and unreeling silk cocoon processing in the 
handicraft P5 –knitted belts has to be also accepted and recommended to be put into practice 
because it assures a high profitability; 
- in case of V3 –CDVMP10, RI/C was 1.70 > 1, showing that this alternative of 
integrated production between Mulberry tree, Silk worm rearing and unreeling silk cocoon 
processing in the handicraft P10 – Decorative picture called “Story” would also assure a 
satisfactory profitability. 
  
CONCLUSIONS 
 
1. Production Integration Management between Mulberry Tree culture, Silk worm 
rearing and unreeling silk cocoon processing assures higher incomes and profit and make 
sericicultural reproduction family farms to become more competitive in the market. 
2. The comparison achieved between the three variants of production integration in a 
family reproduction sericicultural farm has put into evidence that all of them are profitable, 
but there are some differences among them concerning the present value of incomes and 
costs, on one side, and regarding the net present value, on the other side.  
3. If we take into consideration the criteria – Net Present value estimated for the first 8 
years of farm activity, the order of variants is the following one: V2-CDVMP5, V1 –CDVM 
and V3-CDVMP10. In other words, the integration of production between Mulberry tree 
culture, Silk worm rearing and unreeling cocoon processing into handicrafts brings more 
incomes and profit only if the sericiculturist applied to produce 1,298 knitted belts. The 
estimated Net Present Value for this variant is the highest one, Lei 480,553. 
4. The alternative V3-CDVMP10 does not bring additional Net Present Value compared 
to V1 –CDVM, the variant which is not integrated with silk cocoon processing. But we have 
to consider that integration with silk cocoon processing offers a chance to the sericiculturist to 
sell his handicrafts instead of producing silk cocoons which are not required in the market. 
5. A sericiculturist, who would like to get more additional income from selling 
handicrafts in the market instead of silk cocoons, which are not required, has two alternatives: 
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- to implement the integrated variant V2-CDVMP5 in his farm and in this case he could 
get 1.73 higher profit during the first 8 years of activity compared to the control variant, 
where integration is missing; 
- to put into practice the integrated variant V3-CDVMP10 and in this situation to get 50 
% less than in case of V2 –CDVMP5, but to be aware that the handicraft Decorative picture 
called ”Story” will be sold in the market. 
6. As long as silk cocoons can not be sold in the market because there are only a few and 
small enterprises dealing with their processing and cocoon price is not so high, a 
sericiculturist has to look for solutions to manufacture silk cocoons in his own farm. It is up to 
him and his family to decide what kind of handicrafts to produce using their imagination and 
local materials to create high value goods. Handicrafts are very well appreciated in the market 
both by the Romanian people and foreigners who are looking to buy specific traditional 
handicrafts as souvenirs. 
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